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Annual Review Scenes Staged In Orientrigue
Homecoming Agenda Planned For Returning Graduates
Homecoming activities begin
tonight with the annual Beauty
Revue sponsored by the Art
Club at 8 p. m. The theme for
the contest this year is "Orientrigue."
.

Saturday's agenda will get
under way at 9 a. m. when the
alumni will register at East Hall.
Registration will last until 2
p. rh. and will resume at 3:305 p. m.
The alumni board of directors
Will meet in the guidance and
counseling offices at 11 a. m. to
elect officers and will adjourn
for a barbecue dinner at noon.
All of the alumni, the students,
the faculty, and their families
are invited to this feast.
At 1 p. m. the G.T.C. seniors
will attend their first general
alumni meeting in McCroan
Auditorium.
Floats will parade uptown beginning at 2:30 p. m. A loving
cup will be presented to the
winner of the float competition.
After the parade open house will
be held at Lewis Hall from 4
until 5 p. m.
The climax of the Home-coming weekend is the basketball
game Saturday night—G.T.C.
versus Rollins College. Rollins
defeated the Professors by two
points in Winter Park, Fla.,
January 28, and are expected
to give them plenty of trouble
again Saturday night. The game
starts at 8 p. m.
After the game, the spectators
will migrate to the old gym to
the Home-coming dance sponsored by the Student Council
and the social committee. Girls
attending have been given curfew extension until 1 a. m.
Miss
Kirbylene
Stephens,
secretary to the president, is
serving as chairman of Homecoming activities for 1957.

Pre-Ministerial Students Will
Conduct Revival On Campus
Basketball Note

Tomorrow night, all students with non-student dates
must purchase tickets if they
wish to sit with their dates.
After the Home-coming game,
the regular arrangements for
dating students will be made.

Deari Will Report to Students
On Parking Situation Monday
Dean Paul Carroll will report
on the campus automobile situation during chapel next Monday. The report comes after extensive study of the parking
and driving problems by a student-faculty committee headed
by Dean Carroll.
During the chapel period he
will present the procedure for
the registration of the cars of
all students and faculty members. At the same time he will
give the method by which
owners of automobiles can acquire stickers to put on the
windows to show that the car
is registered.
Dean Carroll states that the
work on the front circle should
be finished within two weeks
unless delayed by some reason.
According to the dean, the state
is doing the job, and since the
college has no authority over
the work, it can only be hoped
that the work will be completed
within this length of time.
He further states that after
the announcement in chapel
Monday, car registration and issuance of stickers should be
completed in about two weeks.

OPEN LETTER

WELCOME

One of the happiest periods
of the year for the faculty and
students is the Home-coming
weekend. I would like to extend
a most cordial welcome to all
of the former students and
graduates who will attend any
of the events during the Homecoming period.
It is our hope that you will
enjoy the Beauty Revue, the
good fellowship with old friends
and schoolmates at the barbecue, the business meeting of the
Alumni Association, the annual
parade of floats, the open house
at Lewis Hall, the Georgia
Teachers College-Rollins basketball game, and the dance sponsored by the Student Council.
You will notice some indications of improvements on the
campus. We hope that before another year construction of a dining hall-student center and a
classroom building will have begun.
It is good to have you participate in the program for the
weekend.
—ZACH S. HENDERSON

The G.T.C. Pre-Ministerial Association will conduct a revival OPEN LETTER
beginning Monday, February 11.
The services will be held in McCroan Auditorium and will begin at 6:15 p. m. with hervices
being held Monday through
Friday. The services will last
for approximately 30 minutes.
All services will be conducted
by the ministerial students, with
the only outside assistance
coming from the local ministers
who will be present to receive
anyone making a decision.
The idea for the revival
originated one night after the
evening devotion held in Sanford Hall. A group of the members of the association met and
after prayer and consideration
decided it was their duty to conduct some sort of service on
campus and finally decided there
needed to be a revival. The
group then went to President
Henderson He heartily agreed
with the idea and stated that he
felt that it would be a big step
forward.
The Pre-Ministerial Association is an interdenominational
organization composed of preministerial students and anyone
else who has dedicated their life
to full-time Christian service.
This group was formed for the
first time this year for the purpose of creating a Christian
atmosphere on campus and to
help individual students gain experience through practice
preaching. The association has
fifteen members and is under
the direction of Bill Hinson,
president; John Carroll, vice
president; and Willis Moore,
secretary-treasurer.
Anyone wishing to unite with
this group should contact any

ALUMNI

It pleases me to have the
opportunity to pass on to you
this glad note as you return to
the Sweetheart Campus. Things
have happened since many of
you were last here. Things
which make your heart happy
when you note the progress
which has been made.
As you return to your Alma
Mater and perhaps take time out
to pause and reflect on those
days long past you will remember the many good times and
things of which you were a
part.
Some of the familiar faces will
be absent. Gone will be the
many friends you knew in those
days. But still you will find the
same friendliness, the same
spirit of cooperation, the same
quality of education which you
knew and enjoyed while you
were here.
There is something about our
G.T.C. which makes it more'than
just an institution. In the almost
silent singing of the pine trees
there is that something undefined which makes the heart
beat just a little faster and
inside us there is that feeling
that can only be found when
we once again have come back
home.
Welcome Home!
—MAX LOCKWOOD
member. Advisor for the association is the Rev. Dan Williams of the First Methodist
Church.
Besides sponsoring the revival
the association holds a prayer
service each night at 10 p. m.
in Sanford Hall lobby for the
men of Sanford and Cone Halls.

"Orientrigue," the 11th annual Beauty Revue will be presented tonight, February 8, in
McCroan auditorium at 8 p. m.
by Alpah Rho Tau. Twenty-two
girls will vie for the title of
Miss G.T.C." against a background of oriental sets.
The revue is divided into three
acts with two sets. All of the
contestants and their escorts
will participate in the first act
with an abstract oriental garden
as the background. An oriental
temple will be the setting for
the ten finalists in the second
act, and the queen and her
court will be presented in the
third and final act. The crowning of the queen will be done
by Mrs. Emory Clements, the
former Miss Janice Mayers,
"Miss T. C." of 1956.
Organ music will be furnished
by Jack W. Broucek, music instructor throughout the first two
acts. During the intermission
between acts I and II, the Professors, the college dance band,
will present music. Master of
ceremonies for the evening will
be Ric Mandes who will announce the winners, and give
a short script written by Ellen
Blizzard.
The various committees that
have made the production possible are: Director, Miss Margaret Stanion; producer, Martha
Tinker; stage manager, Bob
Spell; lighting, Charlie Harper;
sets, Harry Cowart, Bob Spell,
chairman; publicity, Charlotte
Blitch, . Gloria Brand, June
Brown, Ronald Clark, Bub Denham, ^ Fred Fagnant, Shirley
Gnann, Nan Lee, Wilma Lee,
Shirley Maxwell, Frances Belle
McGirt, Lucille Parker, Pat Robinson, Emma Rushing, Betty
Jean Taylor, Judy Theus, Martha Tinker, and Mary Wynn.
Construction crew, Bob Spell,

JACK BROUCEK
Charlie Harper, Ed McLesky
Fred Fagnant, Harry Cowart,
Martha Tinker, Peggy Cowart,
Nita Freeman, Linda Rowell,
Amalia Reeves, Joan Parkerson,
Marilyn Durrence, Kathy Simmons, Dexter Hughes, James
Johnston, Mimi Saba, Joe Brewer, Ronald Clark, Frank Woodcock, Charlotte Blitch, Joyce
Martin, Verla Garrett, Mary McNorrill, Bob Byrd, Udline Shuman, and Stanley Brabston.
Tickets, Bob Byrd, designer
and printer; selling by, Linda
Rowell, Cathy Simmons, Danice
Hinson, and Nita Freeman. Gifts
and Flowers, Joe Brewer and
Charlotte Blitch. Program Cover
Design, Emma Rushing; Intermission music, Fred Fagnant;
Special sound effects, Joe Brewer; Servant boys, Dexter Hughes
continued on page 8

'Macbeth' Will Be Featured
On Next Television Program
Highlights from Shakespeare's
play "Macbeth" will be featured
Friday, February 15 over WTOCTV at 3:30 p.m., as Masquers
members take time out from
rehearsals to give a preview
of their coming production.
On Friday's show, as in the
real production of February 26,
Molly Williams will take the
roles of Lady Macbeth, Ric

Broucek Speaks
To Music Group
Jack W. Broucek, associate
professor of music, spoke .at
the monthly meeting of the
G.T.C. branch of the Savannah
chapter of the American Guild
of Organists on January 23.
Speaking about proper music
selections for a church service,
he compared three Protestant
services and pointed out the advantages and disadvantages of
each.
Later in February, the Organ
Guild plans to visit various
churches in Savannah with this
in mind and also to view some
of the pipe organs there.

Mandes will play Mecbeth, and
Emory Giles will act the part
of a servant. Bill Sanders will
serve as narrator for the TV
performance.
The first scene to be shown
will be Act I, scene 5, in which
Lary Macbeth reads a letter
prophesying that her husband
will some day be king. She
tells Macbeth that he is too
tender-hearted to take the bloody
action necessary to gain this
position, but that she will give:
him enough of her "woman's
strength" to carry out the deeds.
Act II, scene2, follows, with
Lady Macbeth on stage while
Macbeth is off-stage murdering Duncan.
The final part shown will be
Act III, scene 2. In this scene,
there is a complete change of
character on Macbeth's part,
and the beginning of a change
in Lady Macbeth. It is here that
Macbeth says he has gone so
far in murder that nothing can
change the course now.
The TV appearance is scheduled as part of the monthly
G.T.C.-TV program put on in
WTOC-TVs Savannah studio.
It is the third such program held
this year.

Because of You...

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Biblei

From behind the flurry of crepe paper floats
and decorations, we salute you, alumni members,
and hope your brief stop on our campus will be
both enjoyable and beneficial.
We appreciate the fact that as former students of Georgia Teachers College, you have
traveled this road before, and can aid our school
by your recommendations and support of new
improvements and by your encouragement on
projects now underway. The simple fact that
you are interested in our plans can be a motivating factor in our future progress.
G.T.C.'s marching band will step out in the
Home-coming parade tomorrow in stately outfits that were purchased after a long "outfitour-band" campaign sparked by an alumni meeting last year.
Many of our present students are here as a
result of you former students, and the incentive
you gave us to come here.
For these and many other reasons, we are
glad you're back to share the weekend with us.

and

By LARRY HYDE

So That Harmony May Survive

It is apparent that we have many problems
here on campus of importance to all students.
These problems are not new, and the airing of
student views goes on year after year with no
changing the argument very much in either
direction.
Right now, problems as seen from here are,
the dining hall, telephones, litterbugs, student
behavior at social functions, faculty partiality,
traffic, student center, dormitory regulations and
school spirit.
For years, G.T.C. students have been trying
to solve the problems that go along with each
one of these things mentioned above, with little
progress being made on any of them.
Solutions can only be found in a Utopian
situation, where you have full cooperation from
both the student body and the administration.
So long as you have only one or two people who
think it not important to have harmony, there
will be much unrest on campus.
There isn't much we can do toward remedying this situation 'til we get the Utopia that we
all are looking for.
While waiting on this heavenly place, why
not put your talents to more useful things. There
are many things that occur here that are good
and never get attention because we are too busy
with those distasteful things to even give the
niceities a glance.
Wake up, you will work all your life before
you improve anyone, the best place for your
talents along this line is with yourself. You are
the cause of all this disharmony among men and
only you, by striving to better your own lives
can cure the ills that befall us.
Now that we know what is wrong with us,
let's sit back, relax and watch our celebrated
alumni relive the many experiences that they
had on our sweetheart campus. Things that are
good now only for a memory, things that have
long passed into history.

Let's Accept Recommendations

Several dormitories and clubs have already
voted to accept the recommendation requested by
the Standards Committee that students pledge
through organizations, clubs, and dormitories
that they would not break in line at the dining
hall.
This is evidence that many of the students
on campus are in favor of stopping line-breaking.
We hope all the organizations, clubs, and dormitories will follow the example set by those who
have already accepted the recommendation.
There has been considerable improvement
the past two weeks in this situation. Line-breaking is certainly not as bad as it was at the beginning of this quarter.
We believe that since students have taken
an interest in the problem, it will be solved. We
are' glad to see students accept this responsibility.
We hope that the other organizations, clubs,
and dormitories will accept the recommendation of the Standards Committee, and that the
students who vote to accept it will abide by it.
Accepting the recommendation is a big step,
but a bigger step is abiding by it. This is what
will determine how interested the students really
are.

Hyde

?

—PECAU5E I'M SKIPPING CLASSES TOmV AN" I VOH'T
WANT ANY OF THESE PKCFSTO RECOGNIZE Me.."
U4AT\A/

fflfllL BAG
Dear Editor:
Somebody's going to get hurt
on this campus yet! And I mean
worse than the automobile accident that took place in front of
the library last year!
I am no authority on the
width of two-lane highway, and
I don't know too much about
laws on such subjects, but I
do know that I almost witnessed
two wrecks Sunday afternoon
last—which had quite a bit to
do with the fact that cars were
park on both sides of the circle,
and two cars were trying to
pass each other. They couldn't
pass without scraping some
paint, so one waited for the
other to pass.
If the new widening of the
streets was done in an attempt
to lessen the probability of
danger on front campus, it is a
flop as far as I'm concerned.
Thanks,
JOYCE KIRKLAND
(This is in answer to what
was written in the column,
"George A. Teachas," last week,
February 1).
All-1-1, right, Matey, settle
down a bit, and let's look the
situation over before you go off
half cocked. I'm afraid what
Brother Wilson said is true, only
let's don't say "Nothing but"
draft dodgers, just "Pertnear
all."
Yeah, yeah, I know, and I'll

■T-^^fgi
quote you: "During the Korean
conflict National Guardsmen
were the first of American
forces sent into battle. "Unquote. This, my friend, has
nothing to do with its members
either being or not being draft
dodgers.
Just like the cow that knew
her fat herd would be going to
slaughter in a few weeks, so
she slipped in with a skinny
herd, and that one got the ax
the next day. That's the way
the proverbial ball bounces.
As a fellow Homo Sapiens
and a close associate with
Brother Socrates, I'll tell you
what's wrong with a lot of people today. They know what's
happening only they don't want
to hear, it said, and if it is
said ,they want it to go along
with their way of thinking.
Don't get me wrong. I think
the National Guard is a fine outfit; my gripe is—why should a
peasant like you or me cut down
a man like Mr. Wilson for making a statement that's more than
partly true? That man's been in
that job alone—longer than you
or I have been plaguing mother
nature's terra firma.
Why don't you pull a Hyde
and Seek and take a survey on
the subject? Only ask the troops
who know. I'm pretty sure you'll
get a surefire service lingo
answer. Try it, Matey.
"Plato"
BOB BELTON
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The following information
will be of interest to those who
received letters from the business office this week. It is pertaining to a new policy concerning payment of tuition, etc.,
that will go into effect nextquarter.
I went to Mr. McDougald to
find out the facts that were behind this sudden change. There
were many questions that I
could have asked him but I
asked him only one: Why did
this policy suddenly become effective when it has not been enforced in the past?
Mr. McDougald said, "Mr.
James A. Blissit, treasurer of the
University System, in discussion
with him (McDougald) outlined
the policy of the various schools
in the University System regarding credit policy. It was determined that Georgia Teachers
College had policies and regulations which were not in accord
with the Board of Regents poliices, in. that payments were being made in arrears and some
payments, were past due. Mr.
Blissit instructed school officials to change the credit regulations and require payments to
be made in advance."
McDougald went on to say,
"The Board of Regents have a
policy that no open accounts
will be carried by schools in the
system. Mr. Blissit insisted that
school officials take steps to
immediately bring their policy

Seek

into line with that of the Board
of Regents." '
If there are any of you that
have questions pertaining to this
new policy, Mr. McDougald will
be glad to answer them in his
office.
* * #
I received another unsigned
letter in the mail, but it was
addressed to "Mr. Unsigned."
Last week I printed a letter
which was unsigned but the contents of this week's letter will
not permit me to print it.
* * *
Who do you think will be the
winner tonight? Will she be a
blonde, brunette or red head?
All of you have probably picked
out a girl that you think will
win so I am going out on a
limb and say that the winner
of tonight's beauty revue will
be a freshman. She has brown
eyes, brown hair and is about
5'5" tall.
* * *
This story comes out of the
industrial arts division. The winners of the beauty revue for the
past, two years were sponsored
by the LA. Club and this year
they don't have a representative.
Why? They wanted another club
to have a winner for a change.
* * *
There is one advantage to
letting your conscience be your
guide. If you make a mistake
you don't feel so badly about
it later ... Selah.

Britt Fayssoux
Erudite Journalist Moves Up
In Atlanta this week, Ed Danforth, "An Ear to the Ground"
sports editor of the Atlanta
Journal, retired. Danforth has
been writing sports for the past
forty years, and most of those
years were spent with the
Journal.
Both the Journal and Constitution, Atlanta's two daily newspapers, are owned by Ohioan,
James Cox. Cox is also the
owner of newspapers in Ohio
and Miami. He will be remembered as the 1920 Democratic
presidential nominee who refused to soften his loyalty to
the League of Nations and to
Woodrow Wilson, and was
soundly
defeated
by
the
mediocre Republican candidate,
Warren G. Harding.
Of the two Atlanta papers,
the Journal is considered by the
officials of the papers to be the
top one. And so, upon Danforth's
retirement, the erudite Furman
Bisher, who for the past seven
years has been the Constitution sports editor, was moved
over to become the Journal
sports editor.
Bisher is one of the South's
most prolific newsmen. In his
years on the Constitution, he has
not only written his daily sports
column, but has also contributed
outstanding articles, both on
sports and subjects other than
sports, to the Saturday Evening
Post, Sport Magazine, and other
national publications. Bisher
writes a sparkling, animated, and
interesting sports column. Even
those who aren't interested in

sports enjoy the Bisher column.
A discriminating reader that I
know once remarked, "I am
usually not interested in Bisher's
subject, but his style alone
makes him worth reading."
One
of
Bisher's
classic
columns has G.T.C.'s athletic
director, J. B. Scearce, for the
subject. And one must admit
Coach
Scearce
makes
an
interesting character study.
Bisher attended Furman University
and
received
his
journalism degree from the great
school of journalism at the University of North Carolina, which
has produced such outstanding
writers as national syndicated
columnist, Robert Ruark.
It is a pity that Bisher's daily
comment is confined to sports,
but we can take consolation in
the fact that many a top-notch
writer and editor of today
started out as a sports writer.
Ralph McGill, present editor of
the Constitution; Westbrook
Pegler,
national
syndicated
columnist; and Paul Gillico, outstanding contributor to national
magazines are a few shining
examples.
Bisher will be a great drawing
card for the Journal sports department, and many a fan who
used to read his sports in the
Constitution will undoubtedly
switch to the Journal. This was
a step up for Furman Bisher.
He is young, journalistically
fertile, and there is no reason
to believe that he will not continue in his rise toward the top
of the newspaper world.

YOURWEWSPAWRI
LIGHTS THE WAY '

« FREEDOM
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Henderson, Carroll to Attend
A.A.C.T.E, Confab in Chicago
President Zach S. Henderson
and Dean Paul Carroll will
represent Georgia Teachers College at the annual convention of
the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education
in Chicago, 111. on February
14-16.
Our college is one of the 290
members of this organization,
which represents the outstanding teachers' colleges in the
U. S., and which is dedicated
to the betterment of teacher
education.
The theme for this year's convention is "An Educated People
Moves
Freedom
Forward."
Topics for the meet will be
centered around the prevalent
problems in teachers' colleges
education programs, with the
delegates slated to hear talks
on "The U. S. Overseas Information Program in Action." "In
Maintaining Academic Standards," "In Providing a Balanced
Curriculum," and "In Insuring
Quality of Classroom Instruction."
Some of the outstanding personalities that will be present
for the occasion are Norman
Cousins, editor of The Saturday
Review; David D. Henry, president, University of Illinois; and
vicec hairman on the president's
committee on education beyond
the high school, and Karl W.
Bigelow, professor of higher
education at Columbia University Teachers College.
During the meet, the representatives will hear special
music presented by the concert
choir of St. Cloud Teachers College of Minnesota, and the string
ensemble of Kansas State Teachtrs College of Kansas.

Powell Attends
Programs Held
At High Schools

I

Roy F. Powell, director of
public relations for the college,
is' attending College Day programs at Lavonia, Elberton,
Madison, Athens, and Thomson
this week. This is in connection
with a system of conferences
set up to introduce students of
various high schools to G.T.C.
Mr. Powell is holding sessions
at the various schools, where
he is telling about the college
and answer questions that the
students have about it. President
Zach S. Henderson and Dean
Paul Carroll have been attending similar college day programs,
which are planned by a committee set up by G.E.A. ■
Besides the post of director
of public relations, Mr. Powell
is also an assistant professor
of English and faculty advisor
to The George-Anne.

Closed Circuit
TV may come
spring quarter
The possibility of having a
demonstration of closed-circuit
TV on campus is reported by
Ed Abercrombie, manager of the
film library located here. He
Stated that it would be in connection with a course to be
taught spring quarter, audiovisual education.
Mr. Abercrombie pointed out
that closed-circuit TV is a
coming thing in education and
said he felt that a demonstration for people on campus is
necessary to introduce them to
this new media. He stated that
an RCA company in Atlanta has
offered to put on the demonstration, which will be given in
Marvin Pittman School about
the middle of spring quarter if
it can be arranged.
This type of thing will be an
asset to education, Mr. Abercrombie states, and it would be
well for Georgia's leading teacher-training institution to become
acquainted with and to have a
working knowledge of it.

March 5 Date
For 4T.C.-2020'
By Earl Smith
By WILLENE FISHER
T.C-2020," to be presented
March 5 by the students of the
music department,- is a musical
of three acts written by Earl
"Juicy" Smith, president of
M.E.C.
The story deals with the
G.T.C. campus in the year 2020.
There are only two people left
on campus from the class of
1956, Mr. Thomas Cone, played
by James Jones, and Mr. Announcer, played by Dantzil
Sellars.
The first act is a scene in
heaven and a faculty-alumni
meeting of G.T.C. is being held.
Mr. Cone's name is in the book,
but he hasn't shown up. The
president of the alumni calls for
his most trusted angel, Dr.
Russell (Bobby Godwin), to go
to earth and get Mr. Cone. Mr.
Cone makes a deal with Mr.
Russell that he will die and go
back to heaven with him if he
will only let him see G.T.C. once
more.
The second act consists of
scenes of G.T.C. memories
brought back to Mr. Cone with
music.
The script is based on an
original TV play by Walter
Shumann, "The Angel and Mr.
West."

Lewis Hall Holds Open House
High
Welcoming Weekend Guests

President Guest
At Various

School Meetings

President Zach S. Henderson
has attended'College Day programs at hihg schools in
Warner Robbins,
Columbus,
Dawson,
and
Hawkinsville,
Georgia during the past several
weeks, in an effort to familiarize
prospective students with G.T.C.
According to Dr. Henderson,
such questions as "What are
the requirements of your college?", "What should I take?",
"How much does it cost?", and
questions about majors and
minors were the ones asked
most in the discussions he conducted.
The programs are set up so
that on a given day representatives from a number of colleges
meet at a designated high school,
where they are assigned to individual rooms to hold three
one-half hour esessions a day.
The students are given slips of
paper listing names of the colleges and their representative
present, and are allowed to indicate three choices. The sessions
are then planned so that each
student will have the opportunity to attend and talk with
the individual from the colleges
he is most interested in attending.
It is felt by a committee composed of high school and college
representatives working under
the auspices of the G.E.A. that
programs of this type reach
more students and take up less
time than individual featured appearances of college representatives.
In the spring when this year's
programs have been completed,
evaluate the College Day Programs that have occured.
RUSSELL TO SPEAK
Dr. Fielding D. Russell, head
of the language division, has
been invited by the seniors of
Effingham County High School
at Spirngfield, Ga., to speak at
their graduation exercises May
28.

All alumni attending the open
house held in Lewis Hall will
be welcomed by some pleasant
changes in the general appearance of the senior dorm. Joan
Hurst, social chairman for the
dormitory, has planned with the
house council the open house
welcoming the guests for Homecoming weekend.
Miss Hurst will be one of
those serving refreshments. Assisting her will be Vila Brown.
Acting as official hostesses are
Shirley Ledbetter, Julia Pryor,
Beth Bannister, and Joan Lindsey. Working in the kitchen to
keep things moving Saturday
afternoon will be Shirley Maxwell, Sandra Austin, Joyce Walton, Frances Bell McGirt, Marcia Allen, and Patsy Page. There
are many other committees
which have helped and plan to
help make the Lewis Hall open
house a successful one.
The open house is being held
in Lewis Hall because of the
many changes made there during the past year. Besides adding
a third girl to each room and
installing extra furniture to accomodate the crowded residents,
there has been a complete redecoration of the lobby and
director's parlor. This year, too,
for the first time, Lewis Hall
has had an adequate kitchen.
The first thing that catches
the eye is the paint job on the
iron grillwork around the front
porch. The porch furniture has
also been freshened with additional coats of paint.
Upon entering the lobby, the
new decor proves pleasing and
restful. Now painted a soft
green, all the lobby furnishings
carry out the basic colors of
green, brown and melon. New
lime slipcovers have been purchased for some of the chairs.
Other chairs have slipcovers of
a print design with a beige
background matching the new
draperies. Five new lamps have
been adde; melon pillows for the

sofas highlight the green and
brown.
Added for the sake of convenience is a new curtain
across the front door giving
privacy to those inside the lobby.
Also completely new to Lewis
Hall is the purchase of rugs
for the different areas of the
lobby. Lewis Hall residents are
very proud of the rugs, feeling
that they add much to the
general appearance of the lobby.
Another of the new features is
the Tole clock which now hangs
in the television corner.
The members of the dormitory
have purchased a group of
french silk prints with green
mats to hang over the piano.
These pictures, plus the purchase of three new rubber
plants and the rebushing of all
others, give a better feeling of
unity in furnishings.
Saturday, the decorations for
open house will be in tune with
the general colors. The table will
be covered with a lime green
linen cloth, the cakes and punch
will also carry out the color
idea.
Providing a great deal of fun
for the residents and their
friends are the games which
have been added to the house
collection. Chinese checkers are
now available, along with
regular checkers. The favorite
pastime of any length, however,
is the new "scrabble" board of
the dorm, which is frequently
in use providing entertainment,
sometimes hilarious, for the occupants of the lobby.
The house director's parlor
has also been redecorated, carrying out the general theme of
the lobby. The parlor has been
repainted the same soft green
and draperies have been added.
Again small melon pillows are
found on the sofa. Here, too,
there has been a change in the
slipcovers and an addition of a
new lamp repeating the green
found in the lobby.
The pride and joy of the dorm,
however, is the large kitchen

provided for their use this year.
A gas stove has been installed
and is quite frequently used by
the members of the dormitory.
The kitchen, too, is done in the
general colors of the lobby and
parlor. To match the soft green
of the walls, the house members have made curtains out of
green print with large, dark
green tiebacks. The house director has provided a large kitchen
clock.
For the convenience of the
residents, a breakfast set with
six chairs has been purchased.
To equip the kitchen, the
house v6ted to have each member pay a certain sum and oppointed a buying committee to
select articles for it. This com-''
mittee has competently furnished the necessities for simple
meal preparations.

Homick Will Act
4s Go-Between
Stephen Homick, head of the
business education department,
has been appointed to act as
a liasion person between the
State Certification Board of
Georgia and the National Association of Business Teachers
Training Institutions.
In this position ,the instructor
will study the certification
poliices in the field' of business
education and report his findings
to a national committee.
Mr. Homick is also planning
to attend a business teachers
training convention in Chicago
February 12-14, where he will
study three areas, teacher certification, teacher recruitment^
and scholastic standards.
Engraved
Wedding Invitations
And Calling Cards
STATESBORO LITHO
PRINTING COMPANY
43 East Main—Phone 4-2974

Welcome Alumni
SEE
Our Selection of Hallmark
Valentine Cards
LANIER JEWELERS
28 East Main Street

We Can Save You Money On All
Your Drug Store Needs and Prescriptions.

Franklin's Rexall Drug Co.
—Statesboro's Super Drug Store—

Statistic!

"COKE" rs A REQISTIBED TRADE-HI

The other day our vice president in charge of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
58 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:
Either we've got an incredibly thirsty
individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpretation.

(m& SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Drink

Statesboro Coca-Cola Bottling Company

www

Review Of Events Since Last Homecoming
Many Changes
Add New Look
To Our Campus
By JENNY FAYE MORGAN
And BETTY WATSON

HERE IS JANICE MAYERS, "Miss T.C. of 1956"—The pretty
Georgia Peach is now married to Emory Clements, class of '56.
They are now making their home in Brunswick.

Mayers Wins "Pearls
of the Sea" Revue In '56
Janice Mayers was crowned
. as "Miss
r.C. of 1956" in the
Art Club's Beauty Revue over
twenty other girls competing for
the same title. Janice was the
second freshman to win the
crown consecutively. She married Emory Clements, Class of
'56, and they now live in Brunswick. She represented the Industrial Arts Club.
The runners-up in the contest
were: Shirley Rountree, second;
class of '56 .escorted by Tab
Smith. Shirley is now teaching
in Swainsboro, and Tab is
teaching in Vidalia. They represented the Alpha Phi Omega.
Third place was taken by
Martha Tinker, escorted by Bob
Byrd. She represented the Art
Club itself, and she will enter
again this year as a candidate
from the French Club. She will
be escorted by Gene Ragsdale.
Cathy Holt, class of '56, placed
fourth, escorted by Haywood
Gnann, is now married to Phil
Norton, class of '55, and Mary
Tippins, class of '57, placed fifth,
escorted by Bud Denham. Mary
is again in the Beauty Revue
this year representing Sanford
Hall and is escorted by Delmar
Conner.

Last year's theme for the
Beauty Revue was "Pearls of
the Sea," with script written
by Carlton Humphrey, class of
'56. Carlton is now at the University of Arkansas with an assistantship in English. Gail
Coston, who was the master of
ceremonies, is now attending
the University of Georgia.
This year's Beauty Revue is
built around the theme of
"Orientrigue." Chinese padodas
in red, black, and white will fill
the stage except where the
twenty-two contestants are to
parade. This promises to be one
of the most colorful contests in
the history of the Alpha Rho
Tau.

Band Receives
New Uniforms
The G.T.C. band made its
first formal appearance this past
fall in new uniforms. These uniforms were purchased for about
$4,500.
Last year the band and choir
toured South Georgia, giving
concerts in Hazelhurst, Douglas,
Camilla and Albany. There will
be a series of short tours this
year, rather than a long one.

Graduates who have not been
on campus since last Home-coming will certainly want to take
notice of the improvements that
have taken place at their alma
mater over the past year, and
of the events that have occured.
Things have really changed.
The first change that the
alumni will see is the widening
of the circle. They probably
thought they would never see
the day when the circle would
be a two-way drive.
Another thing the returning
graduates will notice is an increase
in
students.
Eight
hundred and sixty-two students
registered here fall quarter.
Between the end of summer
school.and the beginning of fall
quarter, the interior of the
library, was repainted and new
blinds were added. Also during
the past year, acoustical tile was
put in the rotunda.
Lewis Hall lobby has been redecorated and it is very pretty.
A new coat of paint was also
added.
The band received beautiful
new uniforms since last year,
and the alumni will be able to
see these when the band
marches at the parade on Sunday afternoon.
Several new faculty members
have replaced old faculty members who did not return. With
the addition of these new members, several offices have been
enlarged.
Construction of the new classroom building will begin as soon
as the bonds are sold early in
the spring. The money and the
plans for the building have already been approved.
G.T.C. has received the goahead signal to plan a student
center. The needs of the students are being studied before
any plans are made.
Last March the basketball
team received nation-wide recognition as they played in the
N.A.I.A. Tournament in Kansas
City. The Profs defeated Southeastern Oklahoma 71-78 in the
first round .Resting upon their
first round victory, the Profs
found their road to fame
roughened by Pittsburgh State.
College. G.T.C. was defeated by
a score of 99-72.
MISCELLANY,
a
literary
magazine being put out by the
public relations office should
appear at a very early date. The
primary purpose of this literary
digest is to present the creative
writings of G.T.C students. It
will also contain works from
outstanding writers of the South
and G.T.C. faculty members.
MISCELLANY will be published
every quarter from now on and

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE" was the name and the Music Education Club was the sponsor of the
winning float in last year's Home-coming parade. Max Lockwood, president of the Alumni Association, announced the winner and presented a gold loving cup at the Homecoming game.

Music Education Club Wins Prize
For "Rhapsody In Blue" In Parade
will be a fine addition to G.T.C.
publications.,
Dr. Daniel S. Hooley, G.T.C.
associate professor of music, has
just been granted his Ed. D.
in music education from the
Teachers College of Columbia
University, where he has taught
summer classes for a number
of years.
G.T.C. has had two programs
on television. The first being a
get-acquainted program.
The last program was planned
by the music department. "Down
In the Valley," an opera by
Kurt Weill, was presented.
So you see, we've been busy
while you were gone!

Last year the Music Education
Club won the cup for the
winning float in the annual
Home-coming parade.
There were fourteen floats
presented in the parade by
various campus organizations.
Each float presented some idea
or theme. The winning float was
entitled Rhapsody in Blue, and
including Virginia Sikes and
Maxie Jo Mims dressed in evening dresses.
The decision of the judges
concerning the winning float
was announced at the Homecoming game on Saturday night

by Max Lockwood, president of
the Alumni Association. This
year the announcement will
again be made at the Homecoming game.
Last year was the first time
gold loving cups were awarded
as prizes for the floats and
dormitory decorations. The cups
Jwill serve in a rotating manner
jbut if a club wins the competition for two years, they will be
j allowed to keep it.
The Music Education Club will
i be trying hard to keep this cup
land other campus organizations
'will also be working for the cup.

Pictured above is the new $20,000 electric water pump which was installed on the G.T.C. campus.
Because of sand, the well is now being redrilled and should be completed in a few weeks.

Campus Receives Face-Lifting

PROUD WE ARE of our Professor baseballers, shown here. These men shared in taking .their
esecond straight conference title with a very good record of eight wins and no losses. Led by Don
Wallen, Jimmy Ford and Ralph Berryhill at the plate, and being excellently represented on the
mound by such aces as Roy Alewine, Jimmy White, Billy Lowe, and John Sawyer. The coming
season is just around the corner, and from here it looks like another prosperous season in the
making. Coach J. I. Clements lost only two regulars from last year's squad, and with the coming
in of several top freshmen prospects as well as some top transfers, he seems to be well satisfied
with the situation.

Improvements of every na- j summer brought new improveture have been made on campus ments to the living quarters of
the students. Kitchens were inin the past year. Many of these
| stalled for the first time in Sanare immediately visible as you ford, East and Lewis Halls. The
enter the campus.
kitchens are fully equipped, and
Last spring a $20,000 electric include gas stoves that are
water pump was installed behind available to the students, New
Lewis Hall. The well is now be- dinette sets have also been
ing redrilled and should be com- supplied to the dorms.
pleted within a few weeks.
Spacious pink and blue baths
The offices in the administra- have replaced the old ones in
tion building have been com- West Hall at a cost of around
pletely remodeled and air con- $2,500. Other additions to West
ditioned. With new plaster, paint Hall also included new doors on
and wallpaper, these rooms are the third floor to replace badvery attractive.
ly worn ones that have been
Well over $5,000 worth of there. Locks were put on every
renovations in Georgia Teach- door in the dorm.
ers College dormitories over the
Both Lewis and East Halls

were supplied with new furniture this summer to accommodate the increased enrollment.
Double-decker bunks and bookcases were added to East, with
Lewis getting both these items
as well as chests for the rooms.
Not to be outdone, the Cone
Hall rooms received new paint
jobs on all rooms there.
The circle drive to the college has been enlarged to permit two-way traffic and to facilitate parking. As of yet, this has
nat been completed. The State
Highway Department is now
paving this area.
All these improvements have
given the campus a new outlook on life.

<»««•«<

Aunt Sophie Retires After 23-Year
Career As Housemother To Men
Termed 'A Bird'
By 'Her Boys'
Aunt Sophie, beloved house
mother of G.T.C. men for
twenty-three years, retired last
spring, with a special chapel
program held in her honor. Tully
Pennington,
one
of
Aunt
Sophie's "boys," delivered a
speech in her honor, in which
he listed some of her most outstanding qualities, and told of
some of the humorous experiences he had with.her.
A biology instructor, Mr.
Pennington could not resist the
temptation to make a biological
analysis, so he opened his
speech with the words, "If there
are those among you so erudite
as to think there must be a title
to such a speech as this, we
will call it, "Aunt Sophie is a
Bird," and I shall attempt to
show you why I think so."
Beginning with his initial
chargin over having a woman
house director, Mr. Pennington
went on to tell how Aunt
Sophie's motherly concern over
her charges and her delight in
entertaining them in her apartment soon won him over. She
was regarded as a "wise old
owl," he says, because she always seemed to know just what
to do in any event—social
academic, recreational, or medical.
Along a different line, Mr.
Pennington said, "At social
functions our bird was quickly
recognized as one with brilliant
plumage and the exercise of
exquisite taste. It was always

HORACE ODUM, head of the South Georgia Trade School, Americus, presents Aunt Sophie with a bound book of letters written
by some of her former "boys."
fun to see what "rig" she used
for each occasion—jewelry—
glamorous and glittering; hats—
plain and fancy, picture to
beanie, straw to velvet. Whatever the dress—simple, yet beautiful in line, exhibiting good
taste and the latest fashion."
"Those much younger than I
could perhaps express it best
as—"a slick chick," the instructor said.
Turning to her literary side,
Mr. Pennington mentioned the
notes Aunt Sophie used to write
to Cone Hall men. (These came
in the form of little verses com-

posed when their "feathered
friend" found rooms unkept, or
some other job that needed doing.
The speaker told how Aunt
Sophie would feed "her adopted
brood a varied diet." At one
time, he revealed, she had a
habit of making chocolate
fudge "which was allowed to
cool in a well-buttered bathtub."
At the close of the speech, Mr.
Pennington
presented
Aunt
Sophie with a gift as a token
of the faculty's appreciation of
her.

BETTY HORNE, being crowned by Diana Bair, Miss
T.C. of 1955, became May Queen in a
coronation last spring held in the May Day formal in the old gym. Betty, along with five other
girls, was chosen in a class meeting last week to run for the crown. The whole student body was
allowed to vote in the election. The selection of the queen and her court was not disclosed until
the night of the dance. Betty's maid of honor was Alta Dawson, with her princesses, Margaret Ann
Dekle, Lois Hammond, Dale Warnock, Cathy Holt, Ruth Bennett, Mary Tippins, Joan Hurst,
Nancy Stephens, Anne Kennedy, and Janice Mayers.
——
.

Outstanding Students Honored
1

Last spring quarter on Honor's
Day, many outstanding students
received recognition for their
excellence in scholastic work as
well as for participation in
dramatics and journalism.
Those students who maintained a grade point ration of
5.0 for the past five quarters
were recognized. Scholarships
were awarded to worthy students. Clarence A. Miller was
the recipient of the Marvin S.

Pittman Scholarship. The Alpha
Psi Omega Award went to Shirley Roundtree for her outstanding work in the field of dramatics.
Leodel Coleman, editor of the
Bulloch Herald, presented the
first annual Bulloch Herald
Award to Carlton Humphrey, associate editor of The GeorgeAnne
for
spring
quarter.
Humphrey received the award
for last year's outstanding
journalistic contribution to The
George-Anne.

Cecil Usher received the
James Allen Bunce Georgia
History Award for an essay on
Georgia History. The Statesboro
Music Club Award went to Mel
Seidel. Lucy Melton received
the Kappa Delta Pi freshman
award.
Guest speaker for the Honor's
Day program was A. L. Feldman. He is president of the
Puritan Chemical Company and
chairman of the board of the
Puritan Sales Company, both of
Atlanta.

Rat Reviews Rat Day Activities

A.F. FELDMAN, guest speaker of the recent Honors Day program here, admires a silver tray
presented to Shirley Roundtree as an Alpha Psi Omega award for her outstanding work in the
field of dramatics. On the extreme left is Clarence Miller, another outstanding student, who was
awarded the Marvin S. Pittman Scholarship award. Standing on the far right is G.T.C.'s President
Zach S. Henderson, who also took part on the program.

Were they man or beast? At
any rate their looks were undescribable. You couldn't tell
whether they were going forward or coming backward.
Some bright sophomore made
the drastic decisioji and called
them "Rats." A good nameWell—that's the way they were
treated.
At 5:30 on the dark and
dreary morning of November 13,
the male Rats were driven
around the circle by their
masters. At 6 o'clock the female Rats marched to the administration building and were
made to kneel down on the cold
wet ground until each one had
been assigned to her master.
The "Rats" worked their fingers
to the bone, East and Sanford
literally shown, they were so
clean. The Rats were then allowed to eat breakfast even tho'
their table manners would have
made Emily Post have heart
failure.

What a Deal
One or two rats were feeling
Hour after the hour the kinda low and carried signs with
Rats were made to do every- "Mama I'm Sfck" and "This is
thing from proposing to profes- Fun!" on them.
sors, to calling pigs. By the way,
Rat Court
if you see smiles lying all over
After the parade the masters
the ground, don't be alarmed, became tired, (thank goodness)
it's just those few thousand the
Rats wiped off their faces that and let the poor Rats rest until
day. Being such low-ddwn J7 o'clock. Then to show their
creatures, naturally they wiped appreciation for all the Rats had
them on the ground.
done for them that day, the
After a hurried lunch, the masters held "Rat Court" and
Rats cleaned the G.T.C. campus rewarded them ("Rats") by pro*
thorough in their cleaning that viding a huge block of ice for
to perfection. They were so them to sit on if they acted unthorough in their cleaning that grateful. "Rat"'after "Rat" was
they even picked up the dirty tried and proved "Guilty" by a
pieces of sand. (That's why jury of sophomores. (It's strange
G.T.C.'s been looking so bare all the Rats were guilty—But
lately.)
I'm sure the jury wasn't
Then at 3 o'clock came that prejudiced because this is a
everlasting two and one-half democratic country.) After servmile parade. Statesboro's streets ing their sentences the Rats were
were crawling with Rats. The set free. Now G.T.C. is free from
strange thing about these Rats those pesty Rats, or at least
was they walked on two feet they aren't distinguishable. It
and carried signs with "I love could be that those Rats finally
sophomores" printed on them became FRESHMEN.

Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen
"Where Eating is a Pleasure"

109 North Main St.

Statesboro, Georgia
(

) East Tennessee vs. (

) Ga. Teachers College

DRUGS—SODAS—COSMETICS
Phone 4-5421
(

) Yale

Franklin Radio Service
—Zenith—

"Our Aim Is to Satisfy Your Hunger"
East Main Street
Statesboro
—
Soperton

TV—RADIOS—RECORD PLAYERS
Repair Shop for TV, Radios and Record Players

—TEXACO GAS—
Goodrich Tires and Batteries
—Your A.A.A. Station—

TRANS OIL COMPANY
-Phillips 66 Oil-

Long's Restaurant

"Friendly Courteous Service"

Fine Foods — Reasonable Prices

Bring Your Dates To

(

) Baylor vs. ( ) Texas A.M.

(

) La Salle

STUDENTS!

) Iowa vs. ( ) Michigan State

) Michigan

"Your First Station From the College"

Statesboro, Ga.

( ) Duquense vs. (

) T.C.U.

) Illinois vs. (

Hagin & Olliff Service Station

COMPLETE SELECTION OF RECORDS

46 East Main Street

Two Blocks North of College Gate on U. S. 301

(

"Where the Crowds Go"

Statesboro, Ga.

( ) Cornell vs. (

Nic Nac Grill
) Arkansas vs. (

—

LANDMARK FOR HUNGRY AMERICANS

For Delicious Foods
EAT AT

(

The College Pharmacy

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

) Indiana vs. (

) Northwestern

Students!

Shop the Modern and Convenient Way

Ben Franklin Store

—Your Most Convenient Store—
East Main Street
—
Statesboro, Ga.
(

) Ky. Wesleyan vs. (

) Washington and Lee

G. T. C. Basketball Contest
Win $10.00 CASH!
Pick The Winners!

Pick all winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the
winners, the person naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash
from The George-Anne. In case of ties among contestants, the prize is
equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled
to play basketball this week. Check the teams you think will win.
Tie games count against you unless you mark them ties.
2. Mail or bring your entry sheet to the George-Anne, located in the
Public Relations Office, not later than Friday noon of each week.
Letters postmarked on or before this time will be accepted.
3. Members of the George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.

Address (Dormitory for Students)

City and State

Support the Sponsors of This Contest by Visiting Them When You Buy!

STUDENTS!

THE DIXIE PIG

For the Best Foods It's

Franklin's Drive-In Restaurant
At Intersection of Highways 301-80-25
"THE FINEST IN FOODS"
( ) Kansas vs. (

—

( ) Tulans vs. (

Statesboro, Ga.

U. S. 301
) Auburn

D0NT MISS!

Sports News—6:00 p. m.
Radio Ball Room—8:00 to 9:30 p. m.
Late Date—9:30 to 10:30 p. m.

(

) Niagra vs. (

) Maryland vs. (

The College Grill

"Service With a Smile"

Are Always Welcome
Soft Drinks — Sandwiches — Short Orders
(

) Oklahoma A.M. vs. ( ) Detroit

) North Carolina State

H. P. Jones and Son
Distributors

Gulf Oil Products
Gulf Tires, Tubes, Batteries
Statesboro, Georgia
( ) Mississippi State vs. (

) Fordham

College Students and Families

) Purdue vs. ( ) Minnesota

(

1240 ON YOUR DIAL

Bulloch County Bank

(

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Radio Station WWNS

) Alabama

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

For
Safety — Courtesy — Service

—Prompt and Courteous Service—

( ) L.S.U. vs. (

Service

Sea Island Bank

SHORT ORDERS— PIT-COOKED BAR-B-Q

) Missouri

Photo

34 East Main Street

Patronize Your Friendly

) Florida

Bulloch Flower Shop
—PHONE 4-2324—

Inman and Granade Street
"FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS"
See Our Campus Representatives
Doug Corry — Sam Rogers
(

) Oklahoma City vs. ( ) Kansas State

See G.T.C Play Rollins Tomorrow Night
B&BBHB

Profs Go Against Rollins In Homecoming Tilt
SPORTS

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

*

As You Like <EM
By BOB POLLAK
SPORTS EDITOR

Because of their outstanding performances in the last
few games, three players are tied for this week's Player of
the Week. They are 6-7 Jimmy Long, 6-2 Chester Curry and
5-11 Don Wallen.
Long earned his selection for outstanding performances
against Gibbs and Spring Hill. Jimmy's rebounding and
hustling was the best it has been this year.
Chester Curry earned a tie because of his 29 points
against Presbyterian. Chester missed six minutes of the
game because of personal fouls.
Don Wallen is back again for his third appearance as
Player of the Week. Don starred in the Profs triumph over
Spring Hill as he scored 27 points.

Every year the college cage season is highlighted
by the selection of an all-American basketball team.
The people who do the selecting are exceptionally well
qualified and their opinions usually coincide with the
opinion of John Q. Public.
I have decided to throw my hat in the ring and
present my own predictions for this year's all-American
team. Don't get me wrong, I don't profess to be an expert on this matter, I'm merely giving my own humble
opinion.
My first selection, who is probably everybody else's
first, is Wilt "The Stilt" Chamberlain. The giant Negro
By HUGH
center is only a sophomore this year at the University
of Kansas. He scored 2,252 points at Overbrook High The second floor East Cone
School in Philadelphia. In last year's freshman varsity boys (Cardinals) defeated the
game at Kansas, Wilt dumped in 42 points and grabbed day students (Eagles) 67-51 to
off 29 rebounds in the 81-71 freshman victory. Cham- take over undisputed possession
of first place. Cary Moore and
berlain is 7 feet tall and weighs 230 pounds.
Herbert Houston paced the
Big 6-8 Charley Tyra of Louisville University is my
Cardinals with 26 and 16 points
second choice for all-American honors. Tyra won A.A. respectively. Other scorers for
honors last year as a junior for the Kentucky Cardinals. the winners were Denham 4,
He was Most Valuable Player in last year's National Rachels 9, Smith 6, Bacon 2,
Invitational Tournament. Big Charlie averaged 23 and Walton 4.
points per game last season and grabbed 645 rebounds, The Eagles were led by
the latter being No. 1 across the land.
George McCloud and Aubrey
High scoring Lennie Rosenbluth is a 6-5 forward Morris with 21 and 9 points.
for the University of North Carolina. The talented star Collins has 8, Potts 4, Green 4,
avearged 26.7 points per game for Frank McGuire's and Browning 5. The Eagles
Tarheels last season. Lennie possesses just about every were leading at the half 30-27
shot in the book and makes about 45 per cent, of his and the score was tied 41-41 at
the end of the third period. The
tries.
winners
went out front to stay
Rodney (Hot Rod) Hundley of Yest Virginia U. is
in the last four minutes of the
my fourth choice as all-American. Hundley averaged
game.
26.6 points per game last season as he was a second
In the other game the
string selection last season on four of the leading picks. Cardinals
defeated the Colts
He is currently pacing the W.V.U. offensive attack 61-50. Herbert Houston and Denham led the winners with 2 7and
which is No. 1 in the country.
12 points. Other scorers were
Frank Nimmo, 6-2 Cincinnati guard, is my fifth Allewine
2, Rachels 9, Lee 4, and
and final choice. Although he only averaged 11.6 points Walton 7.
per game.last season, he set up many scores with his The Colts were paced by Ed
Brown, Boyett, and Charles
excellent passing and playmaking. Nimmo can be clas- Head
with 15, 12, and 8 points.
sified as a dark horse candidate for this year's bona Young had 6, Hodges 5, and
fide A-A team.
Calloway 4. The winners had a

Defensive Minded Cardinals
Defeat Highly Ranked Eagles

Sports Quiz
By FRANK TURNER
1. Which heavyweight boxing champ defended his
crown the most tiems and
how many?
2. How many times was Ty
Cobb the American League
batting champ and how many
of these were in succession?
3. Match each athlete with
the sport for which he is
famous:
Vihce Martinez
Tennis
George Yardley
Boxing
Tony Trabert
Hockey
Gordie Howe
basketball
4. Who was the leading
yardage gainer in rushing in
the N.F.L. this past football
season?
5. Name the first two
players to pass the 1,000
points scored mark this season
in the N.B.A.
6. Name the only undefeated boxing champ.
7. What ex-catcher and
batery mae of Christy Mathewson is credited with inevnting catcher's shinguards?
Answers on page 8

See The Profs
Play
Newberry
February 14
BAMHAjMH

BELCHER

Jetters Twins
Give Opposing
Players Jitters

Rollins College of Winter
Park, Florida, will provide a
tough hurdle for the Profs tomorrow night before a jampacked Home-coming crowd in
the campus gym. Rollins beat
the Professors 77-75 earlier this
season in Orlando, Fla.
The visitors' under the tutledge of Dan Nymitz, are
anxious to prove that their vicDoug Corry hit for 20 and tory over G.T.C. was no fluke.
Chester Curry bagged 16 to lead Personal fouls made the difthe Professors to a lopsided win ference in the first contest as
over Erskine College of Due G.T.C. committed 21 to the Tars
West, S. C.
9. The Profs actually outscored
Corry scored the first eight their opponents from the field,
points to move the Profs out to netting 31 field goals to 28
an 8-2 lead with only three for Rollins.
minutes gone in the contest.
The man to watch in the
Little Eddie Rice of the visitors Rollins offensive machine is
tried to keep the visitors in the center Dick Bezmer. Bezmer
game as he hit for 18, most of fired in 27 points in the first
them on outside shots.
match. Another man who will
The victory was sweet revenge give the Professors fits is
for the Profs as Erskine had speedster Boyd Coffie. He
walloped them in South Caro- netted 17, hitting mostly on long
line by the score of 79-61. This outside push shots.
Barring further injuries, Bo
was the home team's 15th victory as against only six defeats. Warren will be ready to go full
The outcome of tonight's con- speed against the Tars. Bo was
test was never in doubt as the injured in the previous game
Profs built up their lead to as and played only two minutes. If
much as 20 points. Coach J. B. Warren does not start, Chester
Scearce cleared the bench with Curry will be moved to guard
four minutes left to give the and Jim Long will take over at
forward.
reserves valuable experience.
Old reliable, Doug Corry, will
be at the other forward and
BOYS' SHEDULE
co-captain Don Wallen will
Monday—4:00,
Eagles, vs. handle the other guard spot.
Rams. 7:45, Flyers vs. Cardinals. Ronnie Rush, who turned in a
Tuesday—6:30,
Clodhoppers fine performance against Spring
vs. Colts. 7:45, Wildcats vs. Hill, will be the starting center.
Rams.
Coach Scearce will have
Thursday—4:00, Black Stal- valuable reserve Don Avery, to
lions vs. Eagles.
help in case the going gets
tough. "Arab" has developed into one of the best clutch players
GIRLS' SCHEDULE
on the team. His shooting has
Monday—4:00,
Rebels
vs. improved tremendously to go
Tigers (new gym). 6:30, Rockets with his fine passing and revs. Toppers.
bounding.
Tuesday—4:00, Rebels vs. JetGame time for tomorrow
ters.
night's encounter is 8:15.

Hot Profs Play
Cool Ball Game

To Snow Fleet

The first floor Lewis Hall
girls remained undefeated by
crushing the Toppers 51-33. The
Kight twins again led the
scorers with June making 29 and
Jane 11. The losers were paced
by Noble with 15 points.
The toppers gained, revenge
by defeating the East Hall
girls (Tigers) 44-32 behind
Noble, Westbrook, and O'Connon with 17, 13, and 11 points
respectively. The Tigers were
led by Gail Clark, Willie Marchman and Kay McCormick with
18, 8 and 6 points.
The Rebels slipped past the
Blue Jays in a close game this
week 29-22. Jane Jackson, Betty
Cadle' and Carol "Goofy" Goff
smmmMEs:Mi:MxMMMmM
had 14, 11 and 7 points. The
Blue Jays' scoring was evenly
SUNDAY & MONDAY
SUNDAY & MONDAY
distributed with Loretta Edge
February 10-11
February 10-11
tossing in 8 points for the losers.
The Blue Jays beat the West
Hall Rockets 27-18 with Sikes,
Edge and Moye making 10, 9, With Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz,
and 8 points. The Rockets were
and James Mason
led by Moore, Nevil, and Hinson with 8, 6, and 4 points.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
GIRL PLAYER OF THE
WEEK: June and Jane Kight
were chosen this week's best
players. The twins are from
Kite, Georgia.
INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS: With Dennis O'Keefe and Abbe
Coach White has already began
Lane
making plans for hand ball, badminton, and table tennis. All
unit managers are urged to turn WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
February 13-14
in a complete list of their
February 12-13
entries to his office by Monday,
M-G-M
presents in CINEMASCOKt
February 11. Play will begin the
following Wednesday night. All
(CinemaScope)
THE
people interested contact your
With
Ursual
Thiess and Gilbert
unit manager or go by and give
POWER AND THE PR[ZE
Rowland
your name to Coach White.

DRIVE-IN

Forever Darling

GEORGIA

JACK PALANCE
EDDIE ALBERT

32-18 lead at the half.
The Wildcats edged the
Flyers 56-37: with Ralph Spurlock and Pete Clements scoring
11 and 10 points respectively.
Lowell Russell had 8, Gale 8,
Esmonds 6, Vaughn 4, and
Pierce 1. The Flyers were led by
Senior guard and co-captain Sonny Stephens with 12 points
Don Wallen is leading the Pro- and Charlie Bennett with 9.
fessors offensive attack with 263 Ralph Ward made 7, Gene Ragspoints in the first seventeen dale 2, Gene Baston 1, Cartrett
contests. Chester Curry and Bo 2, S. Griffin 2, and Dick RagsWarren are waging a close dale also had 2 points.
The Rams crushed the Colts
battle in second place with 236
and 235 points respectively. 6-5 74-63 as Bucky Thomas and F.
Doug Corry is breathing down |Pierce had 20 points each.
their necks with a total of 230 ?euben. Nee,y had 14- Jr Odom
points for fourth place in the 6, Jenkins 1, Rodney Fain 3, and
starring
and introducing
Maynard Dykes had 6 points.
scoring derby.
§
The
losers
were
paced
by
K.
R0BERT
TAYIOR-ELISABETH
MUELLER5
Big Jim Long is leading the
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
team in field goal accuracy, Boyett and Charles Head with
February 15-16
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
making 47 out of 99 for a .475 23 and 20 points. Giles and
February 14-15
average. Walker Cook who has Smiley had 8 each. Avant and
18 out of 38 is close behind Johnson had 2 each.
WARNER BROS, PRESENT
BOY PLAYER OF THE
Long with a .474 average.
ALAN
ROSSANA
Don Wallen has the finest free WEEK: Herbert Houston, from
With
John
Pane,
Ronald
Reagan
Blakely,
Georgia,
who
plays
for
throw percentage of the regulars
and Rhonda Fleming
as he made 75 out of 102 for a the Cardinals, is this week's top
.735 average. Rserve Beldy Mas- player. He scored 43 points in
—PLUS—
sey actually leads the team in two games this week.
rebounds with a total of 185.
Doug leads in defensive re- G.T.C. was 120 against Presby-1 Listed below is a summary of
|the team scoring records:
bounds with 114 and Jim Long terian College.
WARNERCOLOR
LLOYD
leads in offensive rebounds with
76.
With Katharine Hepburn and SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Besides being one of the best
Cary Grant
scorers, Don Wallen is leading
F.G.
Pet.
F.T.
Pet. P.F.T.P. Pt.Avg.
the team in assists with 82.
att. ma.
ma. mi.
Chet Curry and Bo Warren are
Wallen
..
244
94
.385
75
27
.735 32 263
15.5
tied for second place with 26
Curry
188
85 .452 66
25
.725 53 236
13.9
apiece.
237
96 .405 43
21
.672 28 235
15.7
The overall team scoring Warren
239
86 .360 58 27
With Tyrone Power and Betty
average is 82.4 points per game Corry
.682 59 230
13.5
Grable
99
to the opponents 72.5 points per Long
47 .475 30
14
.682 60 124
17.8 Closed Monday Thru Thursday
game. Bo Warren is leading the Rush
84
37 .440 31
12
.721 28 105
11.7
-PLUS—
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
team in average points per game Avery
47
19 .712 37
18
.407 36
75
5.0
February
15-16
with a 15.7 average.
Cook
38
18 .474
8
5
.615 11
44
4.0
Curry and Rush hold the Denny
37
11 .297 20
17
.541 12
42
3.5
CRlHSlN'
season's one game scoring
Massey
17
3 .150 13
1
.929
DOWN, the:
4
19
2.7
record of 29 points in one game.
—PLUS—
12
4 .333
8
3
.727 11
16
1.8
RIVER
Ronnie got his against Mercer Belton
12
3 .250 2
0 1.000
5
8
.9
while Chet scored his against Walls
15
2 .133
0
0
.000 10
4
Presbyterian. The highest Others
wltti CBL KELLAKAY • COMIC RUSSB1 And InfroAidr*
Results up to January 31.
amount of points' scored by
THE BELL StSTIRS • Stoijmd Scrpni Play bj BIAKE EDWARDS and
With Vaughn Monroe
I UCHAXuW.«.F.»i*«i l» JMElAPS-DMctedliy RICHARD GUIS*

Wallen Leads
Profs Scorin

Chicago
Syndicate

Bandido

Tehessee's
Partner

Professors Tally Sheet

BDKTA

Bringing Up
Baby

A Yank In

The R.A.F.

Circus Girl

Singing Guns
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Profs Lose To Vikings
Overcome Spring Hill
the final score read 86-62.
Gibbs got 56 rebounds to the
Profs' 52. The Vikings also out
shot G.T.C. with a percentage
of .465, while the Profs shot
.390.
Individual rebounding leaders
were Long with 14 for G.T.C.
and Perkins with 21 for the
Vikings.
The other high scorer for the
winners besides Doherty and
Perkins was Mel Thompson with
19. For G.T.C, Corry led with
21 followed by Long's 13 and
Wallen's 12.
Profs Whip Soring Hil!
The G.T.C. Professors defeated a great Springhill Badgers
team by the score of 88-81, led
by Don Wallen's 27 points and
Doug Corry's 16 rebounds and
17 points.
This game was perhaps the
best of the home season so far.
The fans were thrilled all the
way through as it was a nip and
tuck affair most of the time.
Spring Hill jumped off to a 6-1
first period lead before Corry
with 2 goals and Wallen with
one 2 pointer tied it up 6-6.
Then the Badgers jumped off
again to a 13-8 lead. This lasted
until Lonk dropped in the goal
that knotted the count at 19-19.
The game tied again at 23-23.
But the Badgers jumped off
again at 32-25 and increased
their markin to 44.35 just before the Profs' Wallen and
Warren chipped off 4jpoints of
this and made the Tialf-time
score 44-39.
G.T.C. got their guns out in
the first part of the third
quarter and went ahead 49-48.
After that it was nip and tuck
with the score being tied 5 times
during the second half. It remained close until G.T.C. scored
10 straight points to catch up
and go ahead 75-69. A little later
with the score 81-75, Rodriquez
and Coyle gave the home folks
a scare as they added 2 points

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

BURTON'S SHOE STORE

CELEBRATES 1ST ANNIVERSARY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8TH AND 9TH
WITH SPECIALS!
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HIT PARADE
By DILLARD MAXWELL

By FRANK TURNER
A fine Gibbs AA.U. team defeated our Profs 86-62 last
Saturday behind the magnificent
rebounding of ex-Prof Scotty
Perkins and the formidable
shooting of Ed Doherty, Perkins
picked off 21 rebounds while
scoring 19 points. Doherty, the
game's scoring leader, sank 28
points with 10 field goals in
14 attempts for a percentage of
.714. Perkins, an old G.T.C. star,
won the acclaim of almost
everyone with his superb team
play.
This marked the first time
G.T.C. has been beaten on the
home hardwood this season and
it also broke a ten-game homewinning streak for the Profs.
But the way things started
off it looked like "all G.T.C," as
Curry sank the game's first field
goal followed by two more 2pointers by Jim Long. Then
Doherty initiated the Vikings
scoring with a field goal ,but
G.T.C.'s Rush and Wallen
dropped in two "quickies,"
making the score 10-2, G.T.C.'s
favor. The score then jumped
up to 15-6, then 15-11, and then
17-17 up. After Doherty dropped
in 4 more points, the Vikings
were ahead to stay with the
score reaching 42-25 at one
point. Then a rally led by Wallen
brought it up to a 45-36 count
at the half.
. Just after Doherty began the
second half with a field goal, it
started to look like the start of
the first half with our Profs
closing in to a 42-47 deficit. But
this did not remain the case as
Doherty, Perkins, and Thompson rallied together to make it
61-45 at one stage. This margin
changed very little until the
latter part of the fourth quarter
when the Vikings added icing
to the cake by stealing the
whole show with 7 straight
points two different times. Bob
Belton of G.T.C. dropped in the
last point of the game to make

. .

by Dick Bible

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

(LOOK-IP I KNaiVAU TMg W6HTAN5W0KI muftB TEACHING
to make it 81-79. The G.T.C
rooters breather easier ,however, after Rush, Wallen, Warren and Corry outscored Coyle
7-2 to make the outcome 88-81
Besides Wallen and C%rry, the
other high scorer was Chester
Curry with 16. High scorers for
Spring Hill were Tibbets with
21 and Coyle with 20. Tibbets
rang 11 of 12 free shots and
Coyle sank 8 of 11 field goal
attempts. Barnes had 12 for the
badgers.
The Profs out-rebounded the
Badgers 68-41, but the visitors
out-shot our boys on percentage .418-.348. Next to Corrys 16 rebounds were Long's
12 and Rush's 11.
G.T.C.
Corry
Curry
Rush
Wallen
Long
Cook
Avery
Belton
Denny
Massey
Walls
Team

O'Brien

G.T.C.
Curry
Wallen
Long

Walls
Warren
Team
S'HILL
Tibbets
Coyle

F.G. F.T. P.F. T.P.
8
5
2
21
3
2
4
8
..2
2
6
6 Rodrigues
5
2
1
12
5
3
3
13
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
$
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23

16

20

62

GIBBS
F.G. F.T. P.F. T.P.
Doherty
10
8
4 28
Thompson ..7
5
4
19
Perkins
8
3
3
19
Hitchins
2
1
1
5
Sugrue
3
0
5
6
Glover ..... 1
0
2
2
Springer
1
2
0
4
Tedesco
0
0
0
0
Young
1
1
0
3

. 0

0

0

0

.33

20

19

86

F.G. F.T. P.F. T.P.
7
3
4
17
7
2
3
16
?,
3
3
9
8
11
1
27
2
0
5
4
0
0
0
0
4
2
3
8
0
0
0
0
. n
0
0
0
. 0
0
1
0
... . 2
3
0
7
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.31
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.

26

20

88

F.G. F.T. P.F. T.P.
5
11
3
21
4
8
2
20
3
2
5
8
fi
0
1
12
1
5
2
7
2
0
2
6
0
3
3
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
4

.28

25

22

"The Banana Boat Song" was
voted No. 1 this week according
to the television "Hit Parade"
and Pat Boone's "Don't Forbid
Me" was in second place.
This week's popular music
artist is Pat Boone. I would like
to thank Miss Mary Alice Smith,
president of the Pat Moone Fan
Club, Providence Forge, Virginia, who supplied all of the
information on Pat Boone's life
story.
Pat, whose real name is
Charles Eugene Boone, has just
reached the age of twenty-two.
He was born in Jacksonville,
Florida, and was raised in Nashville, Tennessee where he began
his singing career at the age of
ten at the Belle Meade Happiness Club. At the age of
seventeen he had his own radio
show and continued to do radio
and TV work over radio stations WSIX and WSM. -from
Nashville Pat went on to New
York to appear on the Ted Mack
Amateur Hour, where he won
three times, qualifying for the
finals in Madison Square Garden.
The next year found him back
in New York wining the semifinals on the Ted Mack show
and winning the Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts show.
The pioneerman Daniel Boone
is Pat's great, great, great,
great grandfather. Pat attended
high school in Nashville, was
president of the student body,
and was the most popular student for two years. He sang in
the church choir, lettered in
baseball, basketball, tennis and
is credited with making all
A's in college.
Pat is married to Shirley
Foley, daughter of the famous
country and western star, Red
Foley. They have three daughters, Linda, Cheryl and the latest
addition to the family is
Deborah.
Pat will co-star with Terry
Moore in his first film, "Bernadine," which he has just left
for Hollywood to begin. He
signed a million dollar contract
with "20th Century Fox" to
make seven pictures.
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Betty Rahn and Joyce Crosby,
two G.T.C. home economics
majors, are scheduled to attend
the State Home Economics executive meeting at Tift oCllege
in Forsyth, tomorrow, February
9 .
While representing this college
the two girls will run in the
election for state officers. Betty
is a candidate for secretary,
while Joyce is running for the
office of treasurer.

"She was just a moonshiner's
daughter, but I loved her
still."
ANSWERS TO SPORTS QUIZ
1. Joe Louis;25 times.
2. 12; 9 straight.
3.—
Tony Trabert
Tennis
Vince Martinez
boxing
Gordie Howe
Hockey
George Yardley .. Basketball
4. Ric Casares of the Bears.
5.Bob Pettit and Paul Arizin.
6. Pascual Perez, flyweight.
7. Roger Bresnahn.
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continued from page I
»
and James Johnston Ushers,
Joan Parkerson, Amalie Reeves,
Barbara Williams, Marylin Durrence and Verla Garrentt.
Judges are Miss Dorothy Gordon, Savannah; Mr. Grady Deas,
Deas School of Fine ^rts, Florence, South Carolina and
Russell Cooper, Deas School of
Fine Arts, Florence, S.C.

Crosby, Rahn
To Attend Meet
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We are at your service in any
emergency and whenever you
need drug store supplies.
One pair first quality "Personality" Hose, $1.00
value, FREE with each purchase of one pair Ladies
Shoes.
One pair $1.00 "Stretch-o-Matic Socks with each
purchase of one pair Men's Shoes on Friday or
Saturday.
—FAMOUS BRAND SROES—

ELLIS DRUG COMPANY

STUDENTS - FACULTY

"Red Goose" for children, "Grace Walker" aand
"Vitality" for the ladies, "Yanigans" and "Red
Goose" for growing girls, "Nunn-Bush," "Edgerton" and "John C. Roberts," men's and boys' dress.

You're Always Welcome At

Top Master Only $4.95

Also "Friedman Shelby" work shoes for men and
boys.

THE FAIR STORE

Exclusive At

Statesboro's Leading Ladies' Store

HENRY'S

—GIFTS FOR ALL THE CHILDREN—

BURTON'S SHOE STORE

10 East Main St.

Statesboro, Ga.

Shorts $3.95 and $5.95

Shop HETiRTS First

I?

